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Quiz #1

"Understanding Daylighting"

For this problem you are a lighting design student struggling to understand the effectiveness of the 
daylighting strategies used in an art museum as reported in Architectural Record last December. 
To do so you'll have to carefully examine the text and images provided in order to construct a full 
understanding. You'll be asked to analyze strengths and weaknesses of the strategies and to suggest 
improvements.

Context. Stanford University is located in Palo Alto, California, on the San Francisco Peninsula, 
which has a mild Mediterranean climate with sunny days throughout the year.   

READ THE ENTIRE QUIZ BEFORE YOU BEGIN!
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The south façade of Stanford University's Anderson Collection shows the articulated window to the 
gallery and the clerestory windows above.
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Architectural Record's December 2014 commentary

Palette Cleanser: A new campus museum quietly serves up a visual banquet.

It’s tempting for designers to try to turn art museums into works of art themselves. But what if the client’s directive is 
just the opposite? A new campus museum in the Bay Area by the New York–based firm Ennead Architects may disap-
point those hoping for a bigger architectural statement. However, as designed to house the 121 works of the Anderson 
Collection, a choice selection of postwar American art recently given to Stanford University, the 33,500-square-foot 
building does a good job at hiding in plain sight and allowing the art to command the attention.

Harry W. “Hunk” and Mary Margaret “Moo” Anderson, who have art in every corner of their ranch house near San Fran-
cisco, including an Ed Ruscha over the fridge, wanted the public to have that kind of immediate relationship with these 
masterworks. When they decided to donate a significant portion of their collection, they worked out a deal with Stanford 
to house it in a stand-alone building, aiming to recreate their own intimate experience of the art. Stanford tapped Ennead, 
which had recently completed a concert hall on campus, to design the new exhibition space. “The premise of the whole 
endeavor was to make it about the art and only about the art,” says Richard Olcott, design principal at the firm.

Ennead's first commission at Stanford, more than 15 years ago, was a self-effacing addition to the neighboring Cantor 
Arts Center, a heavy Greek Revival building. Just 40 feet away from the Cantor and its imposing Ionic columns, the An-
derson Collection, by comparison, keeps a low profile. The building appears as three simple horizontal bars. The central 
volume, a neutral tan box, is cantilevered over a glazed ground level and topped with a small row of clerestory windows. 
“The massing is sympathetic to the site, and the larger second-story volume creates a covered walkway that is a modern 
interpretation of the campus' traditional pedestrian arcade,” says Olcott. In plan, the building has a subtle bow-tie shape.

The cladding kicks the impact of the unassuming form up a notch. Inspired by the strong California sun, the architects 
used folded glass-fiber-reinforced concrete (GFRC) to create an articulated surface whose shadows change during the 
course of the day. Looking like shingles installed horizontally, the panels have an appealing randomness.Ennead inter-
rupted the facade with bands of windows recessed into each side of the middle volume. Framed by zinc panels intended 
to play off the neighboring museum's black mullions, they help to break up the building's massing. But, unfortunately, 
interspersed with the windows above the main entry, the panels make it look almost as if it's boarded up. By contrast, the 
interiors are open and inviting. The double-height entry is expansive and bright, thanks to a gently convex ceiling that 
reaches upwards to the clerestory windows around the perimeter. A grand staircase with deep treads subtly tapers up to 
the galleries. All the mundane functions—the lobby, administrative offices, a resource center, and bathrooms—are on the 
ground floor, saving the upper floor for just enjoying art.

The wall along the stair continues beyond floor level to form a balustrade for the second-floor galleries and is covered 
with a gray finish, to add a quiet variation to the otherwise white space. The museum director purposely kept the stair-
well free of any artwork, allowing the anticipation to build as you ascend. It's rewarded by a 9-by-12-foot painting by 
Clyfford Still at the top. (The Andersons wanted to squeeze it into their home, but Olcott says, the house was already 
“jam-packed” and didn't have a wall big enough to fit it.) Upstairs, there is no designated circulation route, allowing 
visitors to wander and follow what catches their interest. From various points, you can see across the double-height space 
and catch glimpses of works in other galleries. The large canvases by artists such as Mark Rothko, Jackson Pollock, and 
Richard Diebenkorn have plenty of room to breathe, but the galleries themselves are modestly sized and intimate.

The free-flowing interiors have a casual quality that is heightened by the daylighting. Obviously, none of the paintings at 
the Anderson Collection are exposed to direct sunlight: most of the light enters high overhead through the clerestories, 
which modulate the sun through mechanical louvers and frosted plexiglass. The arc of the ceiling is calibrated to bounce 
light down into the galleries. It is lowest at the top of the stairs (13 feet) and goes up to 23 feet at the sides, making room 
for the 7-foot-tall row of windows. Outside, a flat white roof reflects additional light onto the bowed surface.

Olcott and his team visited the Andersons' home as part of the design process. “We were in the dining room, which was 
filled with fantastic art,” he recalls, “and Hunk said to us, 'This is a room where you can have a feast without having a 
meal.' ” Currently under construction next door is yet another art building, the McMurtry Center, which Diller + Scofidio 
+ Renfro designed with dramatic twisting wings. Between that piquant project and the heavy Greek Revival meal next 
door, the comparatively neutral Anderson Collection will undoubtedly serve as a palate cleanser.

— Lydia Lee
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The building's angled cladding (next page) picks up 
the California sun differently throughout the day. 
Rows of windows framed with zinc panels are set 
into each side of the structure. The gentle curve of 
the ceiling above the grand staircase and the gal-
leries (opposite) bounces daylight from the row of 
clerestories that cap the building down into the gal-
leries.
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The Anderson Collection's east facade shows windows to the gallery and clerestories above.

Inside the west gallery looking south, one of the three daylighted galleries, illuminated mainly by the clere-
story windows. The exterior wall is to the right in this photo.
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3 pts. 1. Section A-A on page 3 gives little information on the daylighting strategies used in the gallery space on the second 
floor. Using the text, drawings, and photographs provided draw section B-B and annotate it to explain the effectiveness 
of the daylighting strategies used.

> B

> B
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4 pts. 2.  Now that you understand the strategies better critique them by giving two strengths and two weaknesses of the 
schemes. Explain why they are effective or ineffective and demonstrate with words and diagrams to illustrate your 
critique.

1. Illustrate and explain two strengths

2. Illustrate and explain two weaknesses
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3. The ceiling over the grand staircase hovers dark and 
gloomy. Demonstrate with sketches and annotation 
how you could brighten the experience of ascending 
into the galleries by adding skylighting and controlling 
sun penetration.

3 pts.

Looking west.


